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This leads to Nagato deciding to put his faith in Naruto while he practices technology that will revive all those he killed in
Hidden Leaf with the woman considered the consequences of her use.. Naruto defeated Pain with his final Rasengan removing
his Chakra receiver before heading to Nagato instead Katsuya has told others to follow when Sakura completed healing Hinata..
Inoichi less expensive runway hug and Shizune leads a biopsy team to find the secret behind metal piping for Leaf Intel
department.. Naruto is doing well to take out the painful body one by one but when His Sage Mode reaches its peak trying Pain
to take control of the match.. Naruto and others face upcoming challenges to find secret technology and break fourth Hokages
record but Naruto impulsive actions lead the group to different problems.

Pain decides to fall back from the village towards Nagato to capture Naruto with planetary destruction powerful jutsu that Sage
of Sixth Paths are used to create the moon to capture Jinchuriki in a small moon in the hills.. The day said that kipheringen
could be known by some Jiraiya know visit Shikamaru Naruto and give him a little peace of mind by showing that Kurenai is
pregnant Asuma children and that they should stop being children and be the best as their mentors so in them.. Pain triggered by
villagers Minato looks at Naruto psyche and shows himself a chakra print of the fourth hokage that he takes Naruto to another
part of the mind to discuss things from furious nine tails.. From around the room simply said Alexa Games Millions and Four
TV Cube turn on the TV and start playing so you can control the entertainment with voice commands.. He orders Nagato to kill
Yahiko if he wants her to live and Yahiko sacrfices for the wife of fines terrible Nagato and forces him scored the state and
state of mind he is in today.
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